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any utilities experience a peak demand for electricity on hot summer afternoons. Meeting this

M

demand is becoming increasingly costly in regions of constricted supply growth. Operating
the utility power grid under high demand places the system under strain, and failure to meet

peak demand has already led to service curtailment in some places. As significant end-users, commercial and industrial building owners must begin to reduce their grid electrical demand during peak periods.
Reducing demand in such circumstances is often called “load shedding.” Utilities might offer incentives to
facility managers for making load available for such actions. The most common load-shedding response for
buildings involves the HVAC system: chillers and compressors may be switched off, and ventilation fan speeds
reduced. This could lead to a slow degradation in the thermal environment and in air quality relative to normal
conditions.
Use of lighting is often not considered because most buildings employ simple on-off switches that are not
centrally controlled, and non-dimmable ballasts. Even if centrally controlled, the sudden step change may be
seen as too noticeable and disturbing to occupants. Dimming control is potentially ideal for load shedding,
allowing light levels to change smoothly, which may be undetected by occupants, although there might be
other effects (on task performance, for example) that may accrue even if the change in light level is not perceived.
There are other electricity demand issues of relevance. The first is operating (or “spinning”) reserve. Utilities
must maintain operating reserve to respond to a generator failure, or a large departure from forecast demand.
Typically, this need must be met within 10 minutes and maintained for another 20-50 minutes, until other
backup supplies are available. Operating reserve is normally met on the supply side but, in principle, could also
be met on the demand side. Secondly, many utilities are aggressively adding renewable generation to supply
portfolios. Renewable supplies may vary based on short timescales and accommodating a large proportion of
renewable generation could present problems to utilities in matching supply and demand. In both cases, dimmable lighting, in principle, could be employed to reduce (or add) load when necessary.
To determine the contribution lighting can make to load shedding, one needs to answer the question:
“How far and how quickly can lighting be dimmed before people are negatively affected?”
NEW RESEARCH
The National Research Council Canada-Institute for Research in Construction conducted two laboratory
studies and a field study to answer this question.
Lab Test 1. In the first laboratory study, participants spent a day in a full-scale office laboratory environment illuminated by direct-indirect luminaires using 3,500K T8 fluorescent lamps, completing questionnaires and standard
office tasks. The first group (N=31) experienced typical constant lighting and ventilation conditions. A second
group (N=31) were exposed to environmental changes typical of demand-responsive load shedding in the after-

noon: workstation illuminance was reduced by 2 percent per minute over 30 minutes (via luminaire dimming),
and ambient air temperature increased by ~1.5 deg C over a 2.5-hour period. Participants in each group were not
told that this would occur. There were a small number of negative effects associated with these changes. For
example, there was a statistically significant tendency for participants in the second group to notice the change in
lighting in the afternoon. However, there were many outcomes that were not affected, including environmental
satisfaction and all of the many task performance outcomes (e.g., typing, memory, creativity, anagram solving,
vigilance).
A third group (N=31) had personal dimming control over lighting and over the ventilation rate from a nozzle
overhead, and they were also exposed to the same simulated demand response. The principal measure to
gauge the participants’ response to the lighting load shed was the point at which they used the controls to
increase light levels after the dimming began. Results showed that 20 percent of participants intervened by the
time that desktop illuminance declined ~35 percent from their initial preferred level, and 50 percent of participants intervened by the time that desktop illuminance had declined by ~50 percent.
Lab Test 2. In the second laboratory study, participants (N=33) in an office laboratory were exposed to
a baseline desktop electric lighting level of 400 lux. The electric lighting was dimmed smoothly over 10
seconds. During the dim, and for 30 seconds afterwards, the participants performed a computer-based
proofreading task. The participants indicated whether they had noticed the change in lighting, and whether
the lighting conditions were acceptable. This was repeated over multiple trials, with dimming from 0 to 80
percent, with or without daylight. The level of dimming not noticed by occupants was 20 percent with no
daylight, 40 percent with relatively low prevailing daylight and 60 percent with high prevailing daylight.
The level of dimming that resulted in conditions that were still acceptable was 40 percent with no or low
daylight, and 80 percent with high prevailing daylight (Figure 1).
Field Study. NRCC then conducted a field study to explore demand-responsive dimming in real buildings
with commercial lighting control systems. The field study incorporated an open-plan office building with
330 recessed dimmable luminaires with 4,100K T8 fluorescent lamps, and a college campus with 2,300
recessed dimmable luminaires with 3,500K T5 fluorescent lamps across several buildings. In the office
building we conducted two afternoon load shed trials, which dimmed lights by up to 35 percent over 15-30
minutes. The power reduction achieved was just over 5 kW (23 percent, Figure 2). At the campus site, we
conducted three afternoon load shed trials, which dimmed lights by up to 20 percent over 1-30 minutes. The
power reduction achieved was 7.7-15.2 kW (14-18 percent). The demand-response potential at the campus
was reduced by widespread use of wall switches/dimmers, occupancy sensors and photosensors, such that
many luminaires were already off or dimmed when the load shed was scheduled. At both sites, there were
no lighting-related complaints during the trials.
SUGGESTED GUIDELINES
From these studies, one can begin to develop guidelines for demand-responsive dimming that could be
included in recommended practice documents or standards for office lighting, and referenced in utility
demand response programs. We propose that the principal basis of these guidelines be the results of the
second laboratory experiment. The data on the fraction of people noticing a change in electric lighting over
10 seconds without daylight present, and the fraction accepting such a change, may be used to define two

stages of demand response. The data from trials with daylight can then be used to modify these definitions. Further modification with regard to the effect of longer dimming times and not having an expectation of dimming occurring is provided by the first laboratory experiment. The field study gives confidence
that such strategies will work in real buildings. The fundamental assumption in these guidelines is that,
prior to demand-response dimming, the electric lighting in the space conformed with typical recommended practice.
1. Stage 1, dimming by amounts that are not noticed by the large majority of occupants:
Rapid response, over as little as 10 seconds, by ...
• 20 percent with no daylight
• 40 percent with low prevailing daylight1
• 60 percent with high prevailing daylight
Slow response, over 30 minutes or more, and no immediate expectation of dimming occurring,
by...
• 30 percent with no daylight
• 60 percent with high prevailing daylight2
2. Stage 2, when more dimming is required (e.g., a period of higher grid stress), dimming by amounts that
may be noticed by many, but are still acceptable to the large majority of occupants:
Rapid response, over as little as 10 seconds, by...
• 40 percent with no or low daylight
• 80 percent with high prevailing daylight
Slow response, over 30 minutes or more, and no immediate expectation of dimming occurring,
by...
• 50 percent with no daylight
• 80 percent with high prevailing daylight
We emphasize that such demand-responsive dimming is intended to prevail for a few hours at the most, and
that light levels should be returned to normal levels thereafter. Demand-responsive dimming should only be
enacted to alleviate temporary electricity supply problems that occur infrequently. However, these lower light
levels should not become the “new normal,” applied routinely every day as an energy-efficiency measure.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that the light levels in current recommended practice are appropriate to
ensure long-term occupant satisfaction.
It is clear that dimming lighting can make a substantial contribution to the reduction of peak power demand
in office buildings. However, dimming systems are still relatively rare in existing office buildings, and the main
barrier to market penetration is first cost. The results of this study add to the value proposition for centrally
controlled dimming systems, beyond the value already offered by task tuning, personal dimming control, daylight harvesting and associated building cooling savings. Utilities and other bodies that wish to incent dimming
systems should take the value of demand response into account when designing incentive programs.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Although dimmable fluorescent lighting systems were used in the studies described here, other dimmable systems such as high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps with electronic ballasts and LEDs with electronic drivers may offer similar promise in future demand-response programs. Future research studies

could address the perception of changes in illuminance in spaces with these systems, leading to further
useful recommendations for utilities and their customers.
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1 Deﬁned in this study as <1343 lux on the desktop due to daylight at mid-afternoon
2 We did not explicitly test a slow dim rate/daylight combination, so this is a conservative choice identical to the rapid-response recommendation.

